
Find Out What’s Making Your PC Dawdle
and How to Put it Right

Even the most patient of us tends to get frustrated
when we feel that our PC isn’t performing well. We
expect a click or key-press to produce instant results,
and those enforced pauses really can become
irritating!

Fortunately, there’s a reason for everything, and in
this article I’ll explain how to work out the cause
of your PC’s slowdown, whether it’s a sudden sluggishness
that’s just kicked in or whether your computer seems to
have become ever-slower over the time you’ve had it. I’ll
also give you a few tips to help you prevent your PC from
slowing down.
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My PC is Suddenly Running 
Slowly Right Now
You know your PC, and you know when things are suddenly
taking longer than they should. Perhaps you’re waiting 15
seconds for a program to open that normally appears in two;
perhaps the ‘Busy’ pointer appears for a couple of seconds
every time you click something; perhaps when you minimise
a window there’s a pause of a second before it disappears
from your screen and five seconds later you hear the
‘Minimise’ sound-effect – a clear sign your PC isn’t quite on
the ball. 

You know something’s up, but what’s the problem? Follow
these steps to find out and, hopefully, put it to rights.

Step 1: look for the culprit in Task Manager
Most likely, there’s a program running in the background
that’s occupying most of your PC’s attention and leaving it
little time to do anything else. That can happen in either of
two ways:

•   The program is keeping your computer’s processor (CPU)
constantly busy as it struggles to do something, meaning
that the CPU can’t attend to the program you’re trying
to use.

•   The program has gobbled up a large amount of your PC’s
memory (RAM), causing your PC to try to supplement the
RAM with the much-slower hard drive.

The way to find out is by using the Task Manager program.
To open it, either press + + or right-click
a blank space on the taskbar and choose Task Manager (or
Start Task Manager).

In Windows 10 or Windows 8.1, when Task Manager app-
ears, do you see a small window with the words More details

Ctrl Shift Esc

What’s making
your PC suddenly
run slowly?

A program
occupying your
PC’s attention

Start Task
Manager
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at the bottom? If you do, click those words to see the full-
size window with a row of tabs across the top.

Now, in any version of Windows, switch to the Performance
tab and we’ll see if anything looks amiss:

•   Windows 10 and Windows 8.1: at the left of the page
you’ll see one graph for CPU and another for Memory.
Is the CPU graph showing
almost (or exactly) 100%
usage, as in the screenshot to
the right? Or is the Memory
graph showing something
over 90% usage? If either of
these is the case, make a
mental note of which it was
and switch to the Details tab.

•   Windows 7: at the left of the page you’ll see two meters
labelled CPU Usage and Memory. Is the CPU Usage meter
permanently stuck near (or at) 100%? Or is the Memory
meter stuck perilously close to the top? If either of these
is the case, make a mental note of which it was and
switch to the Processes tab. At the bottom of the window,
click the button labelled Show processes from all users.

S 606/3
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Check CPU and
Memory usage

Check the list 
of processes

At this point, then, you’ve determined that something is
overusing either the CPU or the memory and you’ve arrived
at a long list of all the programs (or ‘processes’) currently
running on your PC. We want to find out which process is
the culprit, so here’s what to do:

If neither the CPU nor the memory shows excessive use,
Task Manager isn’t going to help you, so close it (by
pressing or clicking its x button) and skip head to
the next step. 

Esc
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currently running on your PC. We want to find out which
process is the culprit, so here’s what to do:

•   If the CPU is being overused, click the CPU header at the
top of the list.

•   If the memory is being overused, click the Memory
header at the top of the list.

This sorts the list by either CPU use or Memory use (dep-
ending which you clicked), with the highest use at the top.
(If it seems to have put the lowest use at the top instead,
click the same header a second time to reverse it.)

The item at the top of the list is the one that’s using the most
CPU or Memory. The question is, is it really using an
unreasonable amount? For CPU, that’s easy: if it’s con-
stantly showing close to 100%, as in the screenshot below,
that’s the problem. 

There’s just one exception when you’re checking the
CPU usage: if an item named System Idle Process is
showing close to 100%, that’s normal, in fact it’s what
you’d hope for. When System Idle Process shows, for
example, 95%, it means your PC is 95% idle and thus
only being worked to about 5% of its capacity. 

For Memory, you can probably tell if the topmost program
in the list is using vastly more than whatever is second
in the list. The actual amount is shown in ‘K’ (kilobytes),

!
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If you recognise the name of the offending program, and
you know it’s not something your PC relies on for its
smooth running, feel free to force it to close. If in doubt,
restarting your PC instead ensures that you’re not just
swapping one problem (a slow PC) with another (an
unstable or unusable one). 

which isn’t helpful, but dividing by 1000 gives a rough
equivalent in megabytes.

Let’s assume this topmost program really is using an
unreasonable quantity of CPU time or memory – you’ve
found the culprit. Is it a program that’s currently open –
either on the screen in front of you or minimised? If so, the
obvious solution is to close it. You’ll then see it disappear
from this list in Task Manager and, if you return to the
Performance tab, the graphs should look more normal.

Otherwise, you have a choice. You can either force the
program to close or you can skip to the next step –
restarting your PC – which obviously has the same effect
but takes longer.

If you’d like to force the program to close, click it in the list
and then click the End task (or, in Windows 7, End Process)
button at the bottom-right of the window. A dialog then
asks if you’re sure: click End process to confirm. As above,
the program disappears from this list and a trip back to the
Performance tab should show that CPU or memory use is
back to normal. If so, and if your PC now seems to be
humming along as it should, you’ve finished – ignore the
remaining steps.

Step 2: restart your computer
Yes, it’s a common fallback in articles like this, but that’s
because restarting your computer really does cure a variety
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…but one that
often works

What’s changed?

of ills! We tried Task Manager first in the hope that a restart
could be avoided, but perhaps it couldn’t. If there was no
obvious culprit in Task Manager, or you weren’t sure
whether it was safe to close the mis-behaving program, a
restart is the logical next step.

It may also be that your PC has been running constantly for
several days, or has been left in sleep or hibernation for
weeks without a restart (something I’ll cover in more detail
on page 8) and it just needs a freshen-up and a chance to
do some essential housekeeping.

So, save whatever work you’re doing, close any open
programs and restart the computer: 

•   Windows 10: open the Start menu, click the Power
button at the bottom-left and choose Restart.

•   Windows 8.1: right-click the Start button, move the
mouse to Shut down or sign out and choose Restart.

•   Windows 7: open the Start menu, click the arrow to the
right of the Shut down button and click Restart.

With a bit of luck, when your PC has restarted, you’ll find
it performs as well as it should.

Step 3: consider your most recent changes

Is your PC’s new-found sluggishness still a problem, even
after restarting? If so, it’s time to consider any changes
you’ve just made that could be responsible:

•   Have you just installed a new program or added a new
hardware device (and the accompanying software)? If so,
try uninstalling it.

•   Could you have just gained some sort of malware,
perhaps as the result of downloading and running or
opening a file? If so, scan your PC (see page 13).
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PC always
struggling
recently?

•   Have you just used System Restore to ‘roll back’ your PC
to an earlier state? If so, go back to the System Restore
window and use the Undo System Restore option
offered to put things back as they were before.

•   Have you just updated your anti-virus program or some
other program that runs constantly on your PC? If so,
perhaps this newer version has a performance problem.
Try closing it to find out whether it really was the
culprit: it may offer an icon near the clock which you
can right-click to close it, or you might force it to close
via Task Manager. You might need to uninstall it or
watch out for yet another update which fixes it.

•   Have you just restarted your network’s router while your
PC was running? That can cause some surprisingly
severe glitches between the two. Shut down your PC,
restart the router again and wait a few minutes for it to
establish its broadband connection, then start your PC.

My PC Always Seems to be Sluggish
These Days
A more common problem is that you feel your PC runs a
good deal slower nowadays than it once did. And you may
be right.

But then again, you may not! When a PC is brand new, and
particularly if it replaces an older one, we tend to notice its
remarkable speed. As time passes, though, we get more used
to it and instead we increasingly notice the moments when
it seems to dawdle. It’s often not so much the PC that’s
changed as our perception of it.

Nevertheless, computers can and do get slower with pro-
longed use, so let’s see what can be done about it.
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A good way to keep your PC running at its best is to
give it a restart at least every few days. Or, rather than
waiting around for that to happen, simply shut it down
one day when you’ve finished with it and put up with
the slightly lengthier startup next time you use it.

Does it need a restart?
A modern PC often goes for weeks without being restarted,
either because it’s kept running all the time or because it’s
left in Sleep or Hibernate mode rather than being shut down.
Those options are presented for our convenience – they mean
it starts faster when we need it – so we tend to use them.

But for two main reasons, it’s quite possible that your PC
would perform a lot better after a restart:

•   As your PC shuts down, Windows carries out a variety
of general ‘housekeeping’ tasks that help to keep
everything running smoothly. The gradual build-up of
these tasks can cause the PC to run more slowly or
become unreliable. 

•   You might well leave programs running constantly
because you’re frequently using them, and it’s quite
possible that they’re using an ever-increasing quantity
of your PC’s limited memory. Another possible problem
is that programs you thought you’d closed are actually
still running invisibly in the background and using your
PC’s valuable resources. A restart obviously causes all
programs to be closed and lets you ‘start fresh’.

Are you running short of disk space?
Your hard drive is used for much more than storing your
own files and programs, so Windows needs to be able to find
free space quickly. If your hard drive is getting full, that’s
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PCs might go
long periods
without a restart

Windows has a
clean-up…

…and
background
programs are
closed

Your PC needs
some free 
disk space
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a prime cause of a marked slowdown. As a general rule, you
should aim to always leave at least 15% of your main hard
drive empty – the drive on which Windows is installed,
named C:

To check your disk space, open File Explorer by pressing
+ and, if necessary, click on This PC (Windows

10/8.1) or Computer (Windows 7) at the left to see icons for
your drives. Right-click the drive whose name ends with (C:)
and choose Properties, and use the figures to the far-right
of Used space, Free space and Capacity to judge whether
Windows might be struggling for space.

If space is tight, a great starting point for having a clear-out
is to get rid of the unnecessary files created over time that are
simply wasting space. In the dialog you’re currently looking
at, click the Disk Clean-up button and then, at the bottom
of the window that appears, click Clean up system files.

After a short pause, you’ll see the window
pictured to the right. Here, it’s safe to tick
almost all the boxes to have all the various
items deleted. There are just two you might
like to leave unticked: Recycle Bin in order
not to get rid of your ‘deleted’ files without
first checking through them, and Downloads
if you don’t want to lose all the files in your
‘Downloads’ folder.

As you’ll see from the figure below the list of
items, you can regain a sizeable chunk of
space, particularly if you haven’t used this
Disk Clean-up utility for a while (or at all!).
Click OK and a message box will ask if you’re
sure you want to permanently delete these files. Since
there’s no reason to keep them, click Delete Files and then
leave Windows to get on with the job.

E
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Check your
remaining space

Run Disk 
Clean-up

Done
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Other ways to
free-up space

Files are
gradually split
into ‘fragments’

Using Disk Clean-up might well have gained you several
gigabytes’ more free space, but is it enough? If it isn’t, there
are three other ways you might be able to gain some more:

•   Empty the Recycle Bin, assuming you didn’t allow Disk
Clean-up to do that (and assuming there’s more than a
few paltry megabytes’-worth of files stored there).

•   Uninstall programs and apps you don’t use. If you don’t
need them, they’re just wasting space and they might be
wasting quite a lot of it. In Windows 10, press +
to open the Settings app, click on Apps and then wait a
few seconds to see a list of installed software: you can
click one and then click Uninstall to remove it. In
Windows 8.1 or 7, open the Control Panel and click the
words Uninstall a program to see a list of installed
software: you can click one and click the Uninstall
button above the list to remove it.

•   Move large files to a separate drive. Do you have a lot
of large files on your hard drive – videos, photos, music
and so on? If so, a good way to free-up some space is to
move them to a separate drive. You can buy a 500 GB
external hard drive for about £30: just plug it into a
mains socket and a USB socket and it’s ready to use.

Is your hard drive working at top speed?
Files are stored in an unexpected way on your hard drive:
they’re split into little chunks, often just a few kilobytes in
size, and those chunks are placed wherever there’s space.
Ideally, all those chunks are close together so that, whenever
the file is needed, they can be read in a single quick action.
But over time, as files are created and deleted, and spaces
appear and disappear, those chunks can be scattered far and
wide. The result is that your hard drive performs much
slower as it has to scurry around looking for pieces of a file,
or for spaces it can use to store a new one.

I
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When this happens, the drive is said to be ‘fragmented’ and
the cure is to ‘defragment’ it, reorganising all those chunks
so that each file’s individual pieces are placed side by side.

Windows should be keeping your drive (or drives, if you
have two or more) defragmented, but if your PC is slow, it’s
worth checking that this really is happening and, if it isn’t,
doing it now.

In File Explorer, make your way to the icons for your drives
(as explained on page 9), right-click a hard drive’s icon and
choose Properties. In the Properties dialog, switch to the
Tools tab and click the Optimise button (in Windows 10 or
8.1) or the Defragment now button (in Windows 7).

In the window that opens, look at the Current status column
for each of your drives:

•   For a solid state drive (SSD), you hope to see OK. If you
see Needs optimisation, that drive needs to be defrag-
mented. (In fact, it’s a slightly different process for SSDs,
but the result is much the same.)
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Fans draw air
through grilles 
in the case

A hot PC runs
more slowly

Clear the grilles

•   For an ordinary hard drive, you hope to see less than
about 10–15%. If the figure is greater than that, it needs
to be defragmented.

If one of your drives needs defragmenting, click it once to
select it and then click the Optimise button (Windows 10 or
8.1) or the Defragment disk button (Windows 7). Depending
on how fragmented the drive is, it might take quite a while
to complete, but you can carry on working as it happens.

Is your PC able to keep itself cool?
Your PC needs to breathe. There are fans inside it which
draw in air through grilles in the case and direct it over the
most heat-sensitive components to keep them cool. If those
grilles are choked up with dust, the fans won’t be able to do
their job – they’re just recirculating hot air. (You might also
notice that the fans are whirring noisily all the time, even
when the computer should be idle.) 

If the fans can’t keep your PC cool, its own self-protection
mechanisms kick in, slowing down the PC in an attempt to
generate less heat and prevent damage. At worst, such as if
the main fan has stopped working, the PC will tend to switch
itself off without warning, and won’t switch on again until
it’s cooled sufficiently.

The solution is to keep your PC clean, inside and out. The out-
side is straightforward: using a duster, soft brush or tweezers,
get rid of all the dust and fluff from the computer’s grilles.

Be sure to clear out unwanted programs and files before
defragmenting, as explained on page 8. Otherwise,
Windows will waste extra time defragmenting files
you’re about to remove, and their removal will cause
the drive to become fragmented again much sooner.

!
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brush or tweezers, get rid of all the dust and fluff from the
computer’s grilles.

Inevitably, though, some of this dust finds it way inside the
PC through those grilles and coats everything. So a worth-
while second job for an old PC is to open its case and give
it a clean inside.

Do this with the PC shut down, switched off and (for a belt-
and-braces approach) unplugged. Don’t touch any internal
components, whether
with your fingers, a
duster or anything else.
Instead, aim to blow out
as much dust and fluff
as you can, particularly
around the insides of
those grilles. You could
do this simply by huff-
ing and puffing, but the dust will tend to blow back into
your face, so a better method is to use a can of compressed
air or a hand-held air blower.

Is your PC infected with malware?
If your PC seems particularly sluggish, you’ve probably
thought of this already, so I’ll dash through it quickly: it’s
possible that you’ve been infected with viruses, spyware or
some other kind of malware. The solution is to scan your
PC using whatever anti-virus software you have installed,
choosing a Full/Thorough/Deep scan if you’re offered a choice.

The catch is that if you do suspect an infection of some sort,
this anti-virus software must have let it in! Therefore, a
second opinion is worthwhile, and for that we recommend
the free version of Malwarebytes for Windows, which you can
download from www.malwarebytes.com/mwb-download.

Clean inside 
the case

Do a thorough
scan for malware
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Check what’s
running at
startup

Are more programs running than you know about?
A primary cause of a slow PC is that a number of programs
– often unnecessary ones – are being started automatically
every time you sign into Windows, and they remain running
constantly. These are known as ‘startup programs’.

To find out what programs are being run at startup, and trim
them down if necessary, here’s what to do:

•   Windows 10 or 8.1: press + + to open
Task Manager and switch to its Start-up (or Startup) tab.
There you’ll see a list of all the programs being run each
time Windows starts. Disable anything you don’t
recognise by clicking its name and clicking the Disable
button at the bottom.  

Ctrl Shift Esc

A startup program may be one you’ve installed
knowingly – but perhaps unaware that it will start itself
automatically. But they can also arrive as an unexpected
‘extra’ when you install something different, part-
icularly if you don’t pay full attention to the options
being offered during the installation steps. 

!
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•   Windows 7: press + to open the Run dialog,
type the command msconfig and press , then
switch to the Startup tab in the window that opens. There
you’ll see a list of all the programs being run each time
Windows starts. Disable anything you don’t recognise
by removing the tick beside it, and finally click the OK
button. 

Nothing will change straight away – those programs are still
currently running – but they won’t start next time you sign
into Windows. If you find you’ve disabled something that
should be running, you can follow similar steps to re-enable
it in the list.

Is Windows working too hard on its appearance?
Windows puts a fair bit of effort into
looking attractive, using transparency,
shadows, animations, fades and slides.
If you can live without these visual
effects, you can regain a little more
speed for your day-to-day computing.

Press + to open the
System page of the Control Panel, then
click Advanced system settings at the
left of the page. This leads to a System
Properties dialog: click the Settings
button in the section headed ‘Perfor-
mance’. You’ll arrive at the dialog
pictured to the right, which is where you
can switch off these effects.

My suggestion is to go the whole hog
and switch them all off. Click the option
Adjust for best performance which
removes the ticks beside all the various visual effects listed 

R

Pause|Break

1
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below, and then click the Apply button to put the
changes into effect.

The result isn’t too jarring in Windows 10 or 8.1, but things
will look quite a lot plainer in Windows 7. The question is
whether you can live with these changes, and my advice is
to click OK to close this dialog and see whether you can put
up with the changes for a day or two. 

If you can’t, feel free to come back here and reverse them. If
you just want to get things back as they were, pick the
option Let Windows choose what’s best for my computer,
and you should achieve a balance between looks and
usability.

Alternatively, if there are just certain visual effects you’re
missing, you can tick those in the list to switch them back
on and then click Apply or OK.

Practical Tips to Help Maintain Your
PC’s Speed
Hopefully, your PC is running at a decent speed, either
because it’s new enough not to have slowed down too much
or because you’ve found ways to speed it up. So what can
you do to keep it that way?

Avoid installing software – especially trials
That might sound a bit silly; after all, the whole point of a
PC is to run software. And if it’s software you know you
want and you’re going to keep, that’s obviously fine. But
avoid installing software just to try it out, on the basis of
uninstalling it if you don’t like it.

In many cases, files and data are left behind when you un-
install a program, and that contributes to a gradual build-up

2

Can you live
with the new
look?

Keep your PC 
in shape

Don’t install
software just to
try it out!
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of rubbish that contributes to slowing down your PC. That’s
especially the case for programs offering a free trial:
uninstall those and data is left behind noting the trial details.
(If that were not the case, you could simply uninstall and
reinstall every 30 days and never have to pay!) 

Watch for traps when installing new programs
It’s tempting just to click the Next button repeatedly, zipping
through the steps to get a new program installed, but don’t.
Instead, take your time over each step to consider what
you’re being asked or offered.

First, there may well be third-party software offered that has
nothing to do with the main program, especially if you’re
installing a free program. Software companies do bundling
deals with third parties, and they don’t always care about
the quality (or integrity) of those added extras. 

Second, a program may offer to run automatically at startup,
which you quite likely don’t need it to do. Or it may offer to
check regularly for updates, which usually involves another
program running constantly on your PC just to make
occasional checks for updates – which may only be released
a couple of times a year! 

Only download software from its maker’s website
There are websites which specialise in repackaging free
programs, adding ‘extras’ from which they can make some 

Pay attention 
to installation
options

Avoid bundled
extras…

…and startup
programs

Only download
from somewhere
safe

If you’re offered the choice of a ‘Custom’ installation,
always take it. Choosing a ‘Typical’ or ‘Automatic’ or
‘Complete’ installation gives the program carte blanche
to install whatever it likes without asking you, whereas
the Custom installation gives you a chance to check and
refuse all options along the way. 
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money – trials of other programs, or even malware. And
since they do this for unscrupulous reasons, they also do it
in an unscrupulous way, not presenting any options during
the installation to let you avoid these added ingredients.

Whenever there’s a particular item of software you want to
install, avoid falling victim to this trick by finding the
software maker’s own website and downloading the program
from there.

And pay attention to these quick tips…

Finally, many of the ways you can avoid a gradual
slowdown of your PC echo the tips I gave earlier in this
article:

•   Don’t let your hard drive get too full. Ideally you want
at least 15% of its total capacity empty. 

•   Restart your PC at least every few days so that memory
is cleared and Windows gets to do its general house-
keeping.

•   Leave your PC switched on and idle for a few hours every
week or so, allowing tasks like disk defragmentation and
anti-malware scans to occur.

•   Run the Disk Clean-up program (see page 9) every month
or two to get rid of the so-called ‘temporary’ files and
other rubbish that builds up.

•   Keep an eye on the list of startup programs (page 14) in
case something unnecessary has crept in. Even brand
new PCs often arrive with unwanted programs set to run
at startup.

•   Keep the grilles in your PC’s case clear of fluff and dust
(as noted on page 12) to ensure it’s able to keep itself
cool and thus keep running at full speed.

Keep these tips
in mind
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